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Numerous experimental studies have replicated the social framing effect-the observation
that people’s decisions related to economic benefits and feelings depend on the method
of presentation. Previous neuroimaging studies have shown that the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) plays a part in the influence of framing and how individuals
think about the feelings of others. Based on this, we used transcranial direct current
stimulation (tDCS) to modulate neuronal activity in the VMPFC to determine the
likelihood of a direct association between VMPFC activity and the social framing
effect. Subsequently, in three stimulation treatments, we assessed the presence of the
social framing effect, as demonstrated by a disparity between harm degree and help
degree. The findings revealed a social framing effect in the participants in the control
group and the sham treatment but no social framing effect in the participants in the
anodal or cathodal treatments. Furthermore, sex differences were observed in the sham
treatment’s social framing effect, whereas no sex differences were observed in the anodal
or cathodal treatments. The participants tended to harm the victim after receiving anodal
or cathodal tDCS over the VMPFC and did not change their helping behaviour in any
stimulations. Consequently, a clear causal link between the behaviour of the VMPFC and
the social framing effect was found in the present research.

Keywords: social framing effect, transcranial direct current stimulation, harm frame, help frame, ventromedial
prefrontal cortex

INTRODUCTION

Human decisions are always influenced by the way information is presented. Equivalent
information can be presented with positive or negative connotations depending on what features
are highlighted. This phenomenon is called the framing effect. The framing effect deviates from
standard economic assumptions (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) and has become a popular
research topic, particularly cognitive psychology, linguistics and discourse analysis (Tannen,
1993), communication and media studies (Pan and Kosicki, 1993; Scheufele, 1999), and political
science and policy studies (Shön and Rein, 1994; Triandafyllidou and Fotiou, 1998; Benford and
Snow, 2000). Individuals tend to avoid risks when a positive frame is presented but seek risks when a
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negative frame is presented (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981). This
phenomenon is a within-subjects risky-choice framing problem
(Mahoney et al., 2011), which is produced by within-subjects
rather than inter-subjects risk choice. Prospect theory shows
that a loss is more significant than the equivalent gain (Tversky
and Kahneman, 1981), that a certain gain is favoured over a
probabilistic gain and that a probabilistic loss is preferred to
a determined loss (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981). Framing
research is not homogeneous; instead, researchers have proposed
various taxonomies. For example, Peng et al. (2013) researched
five types of framing effects in a medical situation, including
the goal framing effect, the attribute framing effect, the risky
choice framing effect with options equivalent, the risky choice
framing effect with options not equivalent and the number size
framing effect. The social framing effect may be first proposed
by Ellingsen et al. (2012), found that behaviour is more likely
to be cooperative when the prisoners’ dilemma game is called
the community game than when it is called the stock market
game. Recently, Liu et al. (2020) distinguished the social framing
effect from the nonsocial effect according to whether a social
dilemma between oneself and others is involved in the scenario.
In their opinion, a social framing effect manifests when changing
the description of a social dilemma significantly modulates the
preference of decision-makers for various options. In contrast,
nonsocial framing, such as gamble framing, is thought to occur,
so people can maximize the utility of their choices to be more
beneficial or less risky.

However, the research on the effect of the social framing effect
is insufficient thus far, and fewer researchers have investigated
the neural mechanism of this behaviour. Liu et al. (2020)
found that the social framing effect was associated with stronger
activation in the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), especially the
right part (r-TPJ), and became more prominent under anodal
transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). In the resting
state, there is a significant positive correlation between the
amplitude of the low-frequency fluctuation (ALFF) value of the
right temporoparietal junction (r-TPJ) and the strength of the
functional connectivity value between the medial prefrontal lobe
and the caudate within a moral network, which can effectively
predict the social framing effect (Fang et al., 2021). These studies
are all about the influence of the rTPJ on the social framing effect,
which can strengthen the social framing effect. It is natural to
think about whether brain regions are also involved in the social
framing effect and attenuate this effect.

Over approximately the last decade, there has been a surge
of research on the framing effect’s neural basis. The right
orbitofrontal cortex (r-OFC) and the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (VMPFC) are significantly correlated with decreased
susceptibility to the framing effect and enhanced activity (De
Martino et al., 2006). Deppe et al. (2005) found that individual
activity changes in the VMPFC during judgements are correlated
with the degree of an individual’s susceptibility to framing
information. For the framing effects associated with gain and
loss options, the brain’s prefrontal and parietal cortices are
involved in working memory and imagery in the selection
process (Gonzalez et al., 2005). Activation in the amygdala
is modulated by the framing effect (Talmi et al., 2010). In

small group contexts, the insula and parietal lobe in the right
hemisphere are distinctively activated, while framing effects are
diminished (Zheng et al., 2010). Silveira et al. (2015) found
that mental frames, particularly social value labels, modulate
sensory processing’s cognitive and affective aspects and involve
the bilateral anterior cingulate cortex and temporoparietal
junction. When a close friend provides feedback, an individual’s
susceptibility to the framing effect is modulated by the valence
of social feedback, which activates the VMPFC and posterior
cingulate cortex (Sip et al., 2015). VMPFC activity has been
observed for non-costly social decisions (Kuss et al., 2015). In
short, the framing effect involves multiple brain regions, among
which the VMPFC appears to be commonly involved, and there
is a correlation between the framing effect and the VMPFC.

Previous studies have shown that the VMPFC is correlated
with the framing effect and impacts a variety of behaviours.
The social framing effect may involve individual social decision-
making, including moral decision-making, empathy, fear, etc. In
both rodents and humans, the VMPFC is implicated in social
processing, cortical regulation of anxiety, and safety learning
(Milad and Quirk, 2002; Adolphs, 2010; Hartley and Phelps,
2010; Fossati, 2012; Meyer-Lindenberg and Tost, 2012; Van
Kerkhof et al., 2013; Sangha et al., 2014; Van Kerkhof et al.,
2014). Lesions of the VMPFC have been shown to blunt normal
emotional responses (Hernandez et al., 2009). Activation of
the VMPFC is associated with learned suppression of fear and
anxiety during cognitive-behavioural training and extinction of
conditioned fear (Milad and Quirk, 2002; Phelps et al., 2004;
Schiller et al., 2008; Hartley and Phelps, 2010; Sotres-Bayon
and Quirk, 2010; Eisenberger et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2011).
Patients with VMPFC damage experience impaired empathy,
poor decision-making, and ‘‘moral character’’ deterioration
because they are unable to generate the emotions that guide
adaptive decision-making in healthy individuals (Bechara et al.,
1996; Anderson et al., 1999; Shamay-Tsoory, 2007). The VMPFC
might be involved in the extinction of arousal caused by
emotional stimuli (Nejati et al., 2021). Activity in the VMPFC
is correlated with goal values independent of self-control (Hare
et al., 2009). Patients with VMPFC damage report significantly
less confidence in the dictatorial game and the trust game,
indicating that VMPFC is essential in altruistic and trust
decisions (Krajbich et al., 2009; Moretto et al., 2013). Activations
of the VMPFC are related to affective empathy (Hynes et al.,
2006; Saxe, 2006; Vollm et al., 2006; Mobbs et al., 2009),
particularly to empathy for positive emotions (Morelli et al.,
2014). Evidence implicates the VMPFC and broader medial
frontal cortex in the transition from acute to chronic pain,
specifically via altered functional connectivity with emotion and
reward circuitry (Baliki et al., 2012; Hashmi et al., 2013). The
VMPFC is an integrative hub for emotional, sensory, social,
memory, and self-related information processing (Roy et al.,
2012). The VMPFC region appears to be involved in evaluating
the long–term benefits of cooperative relationships, valuing
abstract incentives such as helping anonymous others through
charitable donations and regulating emotional reactions that
could jeopardize valued relationships (Rilling and Sanfey, 2011).
Emotional and utilitarian appraisals are computed independently
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and in parallel and passed to the VMPFC, where they are
integrated into an overall moral value judgement (Hutcherson
et al., 2015). Difficult moral decisions activate the bilateral TPJ
and deactivate the VMPFC and OFC (Feldmanhall et al., 2014).
Extending from these studies, the VMPFC may be one of the
brain regions that affect the social framing effect.

Another noteworthy issue is that there are gender differences
in social framing. In a one-shot prisoners dilemma experiment,
female participants were more sensitive to the social frame than
male participants when the dilemma was called the community
game than when it was called the stock market game (Ellingsen
et al., 2013). Therefore, in this study, we will pay more attention
to gender differences in social framing effects.

Neuroimaging studies are useful in establishing correlations;
however, these studies did not demonstrate a direct causal
relation between the brain region and behaviour. Noninvasive
brain stimulation techniques, such as tDCS, can be useful for
addressing this question and make it possible to detect its effect
on behaviour more accurately. tDCS has been demonstrated to
modulate cognitive functions by changing cortical excitability
(Kuo et al., 2014; Lefaucheur et al., 2017). Generally, anodal
tDCS enhances cortical excitability, whereas cathodal stimulation
restrains it (Nitsche and Paulus, 2000).

In the current study, using tDCS, we aimed to investigate
whether modulating VMPFC excitability can directly influence
the social framing decisions of our participants. We recruited
192 people to participate in the experiment, of which
189 completed the social framing experiment. We hypothesized
that stimulation in the VMPFCwould change the decisions of the
participants in the social framing experiment. Our experiment
consisted of two tasks-a help frame task and a harm frame task-in
which participants made a trade-off between the economic
benefits and the feelings of others across the three treatments.
If the participants preferred income maximisation in the harm
frame task, their partners would increasingly receive a painful
shock. In addition, in the help frame task, the participants were
asked to decide whether to help their partners at a cost to
themselves or to pay nothing and let their partners receive a
shock. We adopted a within-subjects design to test the social
framing effect. In addition to the three stimulation types (anodal,
cathodal, and sham) used to test the stimulation effect, a control
group without any manipulation was conducted to support the
claims on the sham group. In general, this research aimed to
investigate the causal relationship between the VMPFC and the
effect of social framing to explore the neural mechanism of the
social framing effect.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
A total of 192 healthy college students were recruited randomly to
participate in our experiment. Three participants were excluded
due to being left-handed, leaving 189 participants (control
group: 24 females and 22 males, mean age of 20.67 years,
varying from 18 to 25 years old; stimulation groups: 73 females
and 70 males, mean age of 20.03 years, varying from 17 to
30 years old) in the final sample. The following criteria were

met by 189 participants: unfamiliar with tDCS; right-handed,
and no records of psychiatric disability, psychological diagnosis,
or cognitive impairment. We conducted a priori sample size
calculations via G·Power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2009). The results
showed that based on a medium effect size (f = 0.40), an
alpha level of 0.05, power of 0.95 and three groups, the
required sample size was 100. Before the experiment, each
participant was fully informed of the possible side effects of
tDCS, and they were asked to report any discomfort after
the experiment. The entire experiment lasted approximately
40 min, and each participant received a pay-out of approximately
26.47 CNY (approximately 4.08 US dollars) for completing the
tasks, with compensation ranging from 25 CNY to 30 CNY,
depending on their performance and the computer program.
Furthermore, the participants received a presentation fee of
10 CNY (approximately 1.55 US dollars) during the social
framing task. In this experiment, no participants reported
physical discomfort. Demographic information is summarized in
Table 1.

Before entering the study, participants provided verbal,
informed consent, and the thesis was accepted by the Zhejiang
University of Finance and Economics Ethics Committee. No
participants indicated any scalp irritation or headaches as a
negative side effect. The ethics number of this experiment was
20210104.

tDCS
For tDCS, a mild direct current was applied to the scalp
by means of two saline-soaked surface sponge electrodes.
A Bluetooth system-controlled battery-driven stimulator
supported a steady current (multichannel, noninvasive wireless
tDCS neurostimulator, Starlab, Barcelona, Spain). It was tweaked
to increase cortical excitability in the target region while causing
no physiological harm to the subjects. In general, cortical
excitability is increased when anodal stimulation is used, but it is
reduced when cathodal stimulation is used (Nitsche and Paulus,
2000).

Each of the three stimulation treatments was randomly
allocated to the participants: anodal tDCS (n = 48, 24 females
and 24 males) over the VMPFC, cathodal tDCS (n = 48,
23 females and 25 males) over the VMPFC, and sham tDCS
(n = 47, 26 females and 21 males). In accordance with the
international EEG 10-20 system, the anodal electrode (3 cm
∗ 3 cm) was positioned over the Fpz for anodal stimulation,

TABLE 1 | Demographic characteristics of participants.

Variables Group Control Sham Anodal Cathodal

Sample size (n) 46 47 48 48
Age Mean 20.67 20.28 19.92 19.92
Gender Female (male) 24 (22) 26 (21) 24 (24) 23 (25)
AFI Mean 2.28 2.00 1.96 1.88
MC Mean 2.22 2.30 2.19 2.10

Note: AFI = annual family income; MC = monthly consumption; AFI denotes categorical
variable (1 to 6): (1) 0 to U100,000, (2) U100,000 to U200,000, (3) U200,000 to
U300,000, (4) U300,000 to U400,000, (5) U400,000 to U500,000, (6) U500,000 or
over; MC denotes categorical variable (1–6) : (1) 0 to U1,000, (2) U1,000 to U2,000,
(3) U2,000 to U3,000, (4) U3,000 to U4,000, (5) U4,000 to U5,000, (6) U5,000 or
above.
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Electrodeposition schematics and positions. (B) Activation modes of two successful treatments with tDCS. The axis of this potential electronic
diagram represents the range of input voltages. The red colour indicates the strongest electrical field over Fpz and Oz.

while the cathodal electrode (5 cm ∗ 7 cm) was placed over
the Oz. The anodal electrode (5 cm ∗ 7 cm) was placed over
Oz, while the cathodal electrode (3 cm ∗ 3 cm) was placed
over Fpz to achieve cathodal stimulation (Figures 1A,B). For
sham stimulation, the procedures were the same, but the current
lasted only for the first 30 s. Although the subjects could have
sensed the scratching at first, there was no current present
for the remainder of the stimulus. This method has proven
reliable because cortical excitability is not modulated by such
limited stimulation; however, participants do experience an
initial itch and conclude that they had received stimulation
(Gandiga et al., 2006). The current was steady, the amplitude
was 1.5 mA (Dymond et al., 1975) with a ramp up and down of
30 s, and its protection and reliability were shown in previous
experiments (Nitsche and Paulus, 2000; Nitsche et al., 2003).
During the experiment, the device parameters were set according
to the type of stimulus received, and the other processes were
completely the same, which ensured that the participants did not
know the type of stimulus they received during the experiment.
The electrode montage and tDCS parameters were identical
to those that successfully modulated cortical excitability of the
VMPFC in previous studies (Zheng et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2020).

Experimental Task and Procedure
Experiment
The social framing experiment included two tasks: a help
frame task and a harm frame task. Each task had two phases:
an instruction phase and a decision-making phase. In the
instruction phase, the subjects were familiarised with the
decision-making phase and given several practice trials. They
were also told that they would not receive feedback concerning
their decisions during the task but would instead receive a sum
proportional to their total winnings at the end of the experiment.
The experiment design was the same as that used in the previous
study (Liu et al., 2020).

Before making a decision, each participant was told that
their role in the experimental task would be determined by
a lottery and that one role is the ‘‘decision-maker’’ and the
other is the ‘‘victim.’’ It further stated that the victim will

conduct the experiment in another room. However, we secretly
manipulated the lottery so that the real participants always
play the role of ‘‘decision-maker.’’ Therefore, in reality, no
participant served as a ‘‘victim.’’ In the decision-making phase
of the two tasks, each participant was shown a horizontal
slider with photos and texts on its left and right ends. One
consequence was the ‘‘Help frame’’, which read ‘‘help the
other person to avoid experiencing a severe shock and deduct
5 CNY from your own payment.’’ condition. In contrast, the
alternate outcome was ‘‘do not prevent the other person from
being shocked and keep your entire payment.’’ The ‘‘Harm
frame,’’ which stated ‘‘harm the other person by administering
a painful shock and keep all your payment’’ or ‘‘do not harm
the other person by administering a shock and deduct 5 CNY
from your own reward,’’ was the alternative consequence. Each
participant faced virtually the same ‘‘costly helping’’ decision in
both frame situations. Only the way the outcomes were stated
differently between the two scenarios. In the ‘‘Help frame’’
condition, the outcome ‘‘the participant keeps all money, and
the victim suffers a severe shock’’ was represented as not helping
others, but in the ‘‘Harm frame’’ condition, it was portrayed as
purposefully injuring others. In the ‘‘Help frame’’ condition, the
outcome ‘‘the participant loses 5 CNY and the victim suffers
no shock’’ was portrayed as helping others, whereas in the
‘‘Harm frame’’ condition, it was described as avoiding injuring
others. To show his/her relative choice between the two possible
outcomes, each participant was asked to move the slider. The
likelihood of the two potential outcomes was decided by the
slider’s ultimate positioning. The participants were told during
the task instruction phase that they could move the slider to
change the odds of the two outcomes; if they did not want to
change the probabilities, they may keep the slider at 50%. This
phase of the social frame consisted of two runs of two trials
lasting ∼5 min.

Experimental Procedure
The software o-Tree (Chen et al., 2016) was used to introduce
the tasks and calculate the final payoff automatically in the
experiment. The whole experiment was carried out in three
steps (Figure 2). First, each participant was exposed to one
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FIGURE 2 | (1) Experimental design of the social frame task. (2) Schematic representation of the configuration of experiments. The participant was asked to
complete the social frame task, including the harm frame and the help frame, after 20 min of stimulation.

of the three stimulation modes for 20 min. Second, the
participants were asked a control question to test whether
they fully understood the profitable implications of their
decision. The participants were informed of how their decisions
influenced their final payments. Then, the participants were
asked to decide which choice they wanted to increase their
money in the two frame tasks. Finally, the participants
completed a questionnaire before the final payment was received.
Personal information issues, such as age, sex, salary, and
consumer spending, were included in the questionnaire. The
participants were informed of how their decisions influenced
their final payments.

To avoid the order effect, each participant was randomly
divided into group A (n = 72, 36 females and 36 males) and
group B (n = 71, 38 females and 33 males). Participants in
group A completed the harm frame task and the help frame
task successively, and participants in group B completed the help
frame task and the harm frame task successively. The harm frame
task and the help frame task were presented only one time in the
decision-making phase.

Data Analysis
Under the social frame, the subjects faced dilemmas of the same
nature but with different descriptions. The framing effect was
measured by the difference between the subject’s tendency to
sacrifice his/her interests to avoid the pain of another (i.e., the
tendency to help others) under the two frames. Specifically,
under the harm frame, when the participant chose the option
closest to the end of ‘‘Do not harm him/her + cost 5 CNY,’’
9 points were awarded; fewer points were awarded as the choice
moved towards the other end, with the option closest to the
‘‘harm him/her’’ end awarded only 1 point. Correspondingly,
under the help frame, when the participant chose the option
closest to the ‘‘help him/her avoid injury + cost 5 CNY’’, 9 points
were awarded. The following was used to calculate the frame
effect score.

Frame Effect Score = [Help Degree in Harm Frame − Help
Degree in Help Frame]/[Help Degree in Harm Frame + Help
Degree in Help Frame]

First, we concentrated on a test of whether there was a social
framing effect across three stimulation conditions. Because the
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TABLE 2 | Means (M) and standard error (SE) of the data for the social framing
effects under three conditions.

Stimulation Anodal Cathodal Sham

Frame M SE M SE M SE
Harm Frame 2.646 0.391 2.938 0.294 4.362 0.415
Help Frame 2.750 0.347 3.125 0.368 3.468 0.398
Frame Effect Score −0.056 0.469 0.012 0.048 0.123 0.041

frame was designed as a within-subjects factor, the harm degree
and the help degree were no independent samples, the Wilcoxon
test was applied to analyse the difference between the harm
degree and the help degree across three stimulations.

Second, we conducted an ANOVA with tDCS stimulation
type (anodal, cathodal, and sham) as a ‘‘between-subjects’’ factor
and the frame effect scores as dependent variables to test the
stimulation effect. If a significant main effect appeared in the
social framing effect among the three stimulation conditions
(anodal, cathodal, and sham), post hoc analyses (Bonferroni)
within ANOVA were run to clarify the stimulation effect.

Last, to explain the difference in the social frame effect under
the three stimulation conditions, we took an ANOVA with tDCS
stimulation type (anodal, cathodal, and sham) as a ‘‘between-
subjects’’ factor and the harm degrees (the help degrees) as
dependent variables to determine whether there was a significant
difference in the harm degrees (the help degrees) among the
three stimulation conditions. If a significant main effect was
found, post hoc analyses (Bonferroni) within ANOVA were run
to identify specific differences.

In addition, we also tested for a possible effect of demographic
characteristics (sex, age, annual family income, and monthly
consumption) on the dependent variables (frame effect scores,
harm degrees, and help degrees) when entered in these models as
covariates.

SPSS software was used to evaluate all data statistically
(version 26, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The significance level
for all analyses was set at 0.05.Means (M) and standard error (SE)
of the data for the social framing effects under three stimulation
conditions are shown in Tables 2, 3. Violin plots of the data for
the social framing effects under three stimulation conditions are
presented in Figures 3, 4.

RESULTS

Behavioural Results
To support the claims on the sham group, wemade a comparison
between the control group and the sham group. First, we
examined whether frame manipulation (within-subjects) was

effective in the control group. The Wilcoxon test was used, and
the results showed that the harm degree was significantly higher
than the help degree for all participants in the control group
(z = −2.623, p = 0.009, η2 = 0.149) and female participants
(z = −2.228, p = 0.026, η2 = 0.206) but not for male participants
(z = −1.414, p = 0.157, η2 = 0.091).

Then, to test whether there was a significant difference
between the control group and sham group, an ANOVA with
tDCS stimulation type (none and sham), and sex as ‘‘between-
subjects’’ factors, and the frame effect score (harm degree, help
degree) as dependent variables was used, and the results showed
that neither a significant main effect for tDCS stimulation type
[frame effect score: F(1,89) = 0.778, p = 0.380, partial η2 = 0.009;
harm degree: F(1,89) = 3.550, p = 0.063, partial η2 = 0.038; help
degree: F(1,89) = 2.849, p = 0.095, partial η2 = 0.031 ] or sex [frame
effect score: F(1,89) = 2.311, p = 0.132, partial η2 = 0.025; harm
degree: F(1,89) = 3.587, p = 0.061, partial η2 = 0.039; help degree:
F(1,89) = 0.887, p = 0.349, partial η2 = 0.010] nor a significant
interaction effect involving the frame and stimulation type
[frame effect score: F(1,89) = 0.878, p = 0.351, partial η2 = 0.010;
harm degree: F(1,89) = 0.109, p = 0.742, partial η2 = 0.001; help
degree: F(1,89) = 0.031, p = 0.861, partial η2< 0.001] was observed.

Moreover, we also tested for a possible effect of demographic
characteristics (age, annual family income, and monthly
consumption) on the dependent variables (frame effect scores,
harm degrees, and help degrees) when entered in these models as
covariates. No significant effect was observed.

We found that female participants in the control group
showed a social framing effect, whereas male participants showed
no social framing effect. These results were consistent with those
in the sham group (see ‘‘Effects of tDCS Over the VMPFC on
Social Framing’’ section paragraph (1). Furthermore, there was
no significant difference between the control group and sham
group in frame effect score, harm degree, or help degree, which
could support the claims on the sham group. The sham group
was used as the base group to test the stimulation effect.

Effects of tDCS Over the VMPFC on Social
Framing
First, we examined whether frame manipulation (within-
subjects) was effective in the three treatments. The Wilcoxon
test was used, and the results showed that the harm degree was
significantly higher than the help degree (z = −2.603, p = 0.009,
η2 = 0.144) in the sham stimulation group but not in the anodal
and cathodal stimulation groups (anodal, z = −1.178, p = 0.239,
η2 = 0.029; cathodal, z = −0.196, p = 0.845, η2 = 0.001). The
summary presented in Table 2 may be needed to understand

TABLE 3 | Means (M) and standard error (SE) of the data for sex effects of the social framing effects under three conditions.

Stimulation Anodal Cathodal Sham

Frame M SE M SE M SE
Harm Frame Male 2.292 0.537 3.240 0.456 3.619 0.587

Female 3.000 0.571 2.609 0.360 4.962 0.564
Help Frame Male 2.250 0.347 3.160 0.506 3.238 0.601

Female 3.250 0.591 3.087 0.548 3.654 0.538
Frame Effect Score Male −0.067 0.086 0.033 0.060 0.056 0.068

Female −0.0453 0.039 −0.011 0.077 0.177 0.049
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FIGURE 3 | Data of the harm degree (A) and help degree (B) for all participants under three stimulation conditions.

FIGURE 4 | Data of the harm degree (A) and help degree (B) for females and males under three stimulation conditions.

these results better. These results meant that the social framing
effect was observed in the sham stimulation but not in the anodal
and cathodal stimulations (Figure 5A).

Then, to assess whether the social framing effect differed
significantly among the three stimulus conditions and to clarify
the stimulation effect, the frame effect scores from all stimulation
groups were analysed by ANOVA with the tDCS stimulation
type (anodal, cathodal, and sham) as a ‘‘between-subjects’’ factor.
A significant main effect of stimulation type (F(2,140) = 3.941,
p = 0.022, partial η2 = 0.053) was observed. Post hoc analyses
(Bonferroni) revealed that the social framing effect of anodal
stimulation (mean = −0.056) was significantly lower than that of
sham stimulation (mean = 0.123, p = 0.018). Although the social
framing effect of cathodal stimulation (mean = 0.026) was lower
than that of sham stimulation, the difference was not prominent
(p = 0.261). Moreover, there was no significant difference in the
social framing effect between anodal stimulation and cathodal

stimulation (p = 0.864; Figure 5B). These results indicated that
the activation of the VMPFC decreased the social framing effect.

Furthermore, to explain the difference in the social frame
effect under the three stimulation conditions, we conducted
an ANOVA with tDCS stimulation type (anodal, cathodal, and
sham) as a ‘‘between-subjects’’ factor and the harm degrees as
dependent variables. The results showed that the harm degree
differed prominently among the three stimulation conditions
(F(2,140) = 6.122, p = 0.003, partial η2 = 0.080). Post hoc analyses
(Bonferroni) showed that the harm degree was significantly
lower under anodal stimulation (mean = 2.65) than under
sham stimulation (mean = 4.36, p = 0.004), and the harm
degree under cathodal stimulation (mean = 2.94) was also
notably lower than that under sham stimulation (p = 0.022).
Moreover, there was no significant difference in the harm degree
between anodal stimulation and cathodal stimulation (p = 1.000).
Similarly, ANOVAwith tDCS stimulation type (anodal, cathodal,
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and sham) as a ‘‘between-subjects’’ factor and help degree as
a dependent variable was conducted to assess whether there
was a significant difference in help degree among the three
stimulation conditions. The results showed that there was no
notable difference in the help degree across the three stimulation
conditions (F(2,140) = 0.935, p = 0.395, partial η2 = 0.013;
Figure 5C). These results indicated a decreased social framing
effect due to the increased harm from the deciders but not
decreased help.

In addition, we also tested for a possible effect of demographic
characteristics (sex, age, annual family income, and monthly
consumption) on the dependent variables (frame effect scores,
harm degrees, and help degrees) when entered in the models as
covariates. No significant effect was observed.

Sex Effects
We also tested the effect of gender differences on social framing
effects under the three tDCS stimulation conditions.

For female participants, first, we examined whether frame
manipulation (within-subjects) was effective in the three
treatments. TheWilcoxon test was used to analyse the differences
between the harm degree and the help degree in different
stimulations. We found that the harm degree was significantly
higher than the help degree in the sham stimulation group
(z = −2.877, p = 0.004, η2 = 0.318) but not in the anodal and
cathodal stimulation groups (anodal, z = −1.540, p = 0.124,
η2 = 0.099; cathodal, z = −0.704, p = 0.481, η2 = 0.022;
Figure 6-1A). Similarly, for male participants, there was no
significant difference between the harm degree and the help
degree in the three stimulations (anodal, z = −0.267, p = 0.789,
η2 = 0.003; cathodal, z = −0.479, p = 0.632, η2 = 0.009; sham,
z = −0.848, p = 0.396, η2 = 0.034; Figure 6-1B). The summary
presented in Table 3 may be needed to understand these results
better. These results implied that the social framing effect for
female participants was observed in the sham stimulation but not
in the anodal and cathodal stimulations, and there was no social
framing effect for male participants under different stimulations.

Then, an ANOVA with the tDCS stimulation type (anodal,
cathodal, and sham) as a ‘‘between-subjects’’ factor and the
frame effect scores as dependent variables was used to determine
whether there was a significant difference in the social framing
effects of female participants and male participants among the
three stimulation conditions. For female participants, there was
a significant main effect of the stimulation type on the social
framing effect (F(2,70) = 4.690, p = 0.012, partial η2 = 0.118). Post
hoc analyses (Bonferroni) showed that the social framing effect of
anodal stimulation (mean =−0.045) was significantly lower than
that of sham stimulation (mean = 0.177, p = 0.018). Although the
social framing effect of cathodal stimulation (mean = −0.011)
was lower than that of sham stimulation, the difference was
not prominent (p = 0.062). Moreover, there was no significant
difference in the social framing effect between the anodal
and cathodal stimulations (p = 1.000; Figure 6-2A). For male
participants, there was no significant main effect of stimulation
type on the social framing effect (ANOVA, F(2,67) = 0.813,
p = 0.448, partial η2 = 0.024; Figure 6-2B). These results indicated

FIGURE 5 | (A) Harm degree and help degree under three stimulation
conditions. (B) Frame effect score in three stimulation conditions. (C) Degree
in the harm frame and the help frame across three stimulation conditions.
Error bar represents standard error. Asterisks indicate a statistically significant
difference between the harm degree and the help degree.
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that the social framing effect was sensitive to tDCS stimulation
over the VMPFC for females but not for male participants.

Furthermore, to explain the difference in the social frame
effect under the three stimulation conditions, an ANOVA
with tDCS stimulation type (anodal, cathodal, and sham) as a
‘‘between-subjects’’ factor was used to assess whether there was
a prominent difference in the harm degree of females among
the three stimulation conditions. A significant main effect of
stimulation type (F(2,70) = 6.142, p = 0.003, partial η2 = 0.149)
was observed. Post hoc analyses (Bonferroni) showed that the
harm degree was prominently lower after receiving anodal
stimulation (mean = 3.00) compared with sham stimulation
(mean = 4.96, p = 0.024). The harm degree of the cathodal
stimulation (mean = 2.61) was also notably lower than that of the
sham stimulation (p = 0.006). There was no significant difference
in the harm degree between the anodal and cathodal stimulations
(p = 1.000). Then, an ANOVA with tDCS stimulation type
(anodal, cathodal, and sham) as a ‘‘between-subjects’’ factor was
also used to assess whether there was a prominent difference in
the help degree of females under the three stimulation conditions.
The test results showed that there was no significant main effect
of stimulation type on the help degree for females (F(2,70) = 0.278,
p = 0.758, partial η2 = 0.008; Figure 6-3A). Similarly, there
was no significant main effect of stimulation type on the harm
degree or the help degree for males (ANOVA, harm degree,
F(2,67) = 1.679, p = 0.194, partial η2 = 0.048; ANOVA, help degree,
F(2,67) = 1.277, p = 0.285, partial η2 = 0.037; Figure 6-3B). These
results suggested that the harm frame was insensitive to tDCS
stimulation on the VMPFC for male participants. Moreover, for
the help frame, regardless of gender, the effect of tDCS on the
VMPFC was not significant.

In addition, we also tested for a possible effect of demographic
characteristics (age, annual family income, and monthly
consumption) on the dependent variables (females: frame effect
scores, harm degrees and help degrees; males: frame effect scores,
harm degrees and help degrees) when entered in these models as
covariates. No significant effect was observed.

DISCUSSION

VMPFC and the Social Framing Effect
Our results provide evidence that social decision-making is
influenced by verbal representation and that the VMPFC plays
a role in the social framing effect. In the current study, social
framing effects were observed in the control group and the sham
stimulation group. Participants’ preference for the costly helping
option significantly increased in the harm frame task compared
with the help frame task. Anodal stimulation over the VMPFC
lowered the social framing effect. Furthermore, both anodal and
cathodal stimulation of the VMPFC increased the harm from the
participants to the victim but did not reduce the help. Overall,
it was confirmed that the VMPFC is important to the social
framing effect.

In the current study, the harm frame may induce a stronger
sense of moral conflict than the help frame because choosing
to harm is a stronger violation of social norms and moral

standards than choosing not to help. Therefore, participants did
not increase the possibility of harming others in the harm frame;
instead, they increased the possibility of not helping others in the
help frame. Previous studies (Liu et al., 2020; Fang et al., 2021)
showed that the social framing effect was significantly larger
than zero in sham treatments, which was consistent with our
findings.

Our findings highlighted that the VMPFC plays a role in
the social framing effect. Increasing the activity of the VMPFC
can reduce the social framework effect because participants
preferred harming others to costly helping others. Compared
with the help frame, the harm frame also contains intentional
harm and is, therefore, more likely to be regarded as ‘‘immoral
and unacceptable’’ in moral judgements. Thus, the activation of
the VMPFC may reduce the participant’s moral judgement. The
decision to be made concerns whether to take somebody’s life
with one’s own hands to save multiple people and patients with
VMPFC choose the utilitarian option more often than controls
(Ciaramelli et al., 2007; Koenigs et al., 2007; Moretto et al., 2010;
Thomas et al., 2011). In addition to influencing moral decision-
making, there is another possibility that participants are more
self-serving when the VMPFC is activated. Participants with
stronger VMPFC activity may be dishonest for either self-serving
or prosocial benefits (Pornpattananangkul et al., 2018). An
increase in selfish motivation for Pareto lies was associated with
higher mean-level activity in both the VMPFC and RMPFC
(Kim and Kim, 2021). VMPFC patients make more utilitarian
decisions because they lack internal markers of emotionally
aversive states (Feldmanhall et al., 2013). Furthermore, hurting
others may be considered less empathatic. Activation of the
VMPFC may reduce the empathy of participants and thus
increase harm to the victim or avoid arousing the perception
of the pain of others and the appearance of negative results.
The VMPFC is an important relay station between cognitive and
affective processing (Walter, 2012). The VMPFC may involve
an empathy network (Winker et al., 2019). The VMPFC is a
key region involving evaluating the similarities and differences
distinguishing the mental states of oneself from others (Shamay-
Tsoory, 2011). Patients with damage in the VMPFC exhibit
impaired empathy because they are unable to generate feelings
that guide adaptive decision-making in healthy individuals
(Bechara et al., 1996; Anderson et al., 1999; Shamay-Tsoory,
2007). In addition, the path from the amygdala to the VMPFC
is hypothesized to be involved in perceiving distress in others
and in learning to avoid behaviours that provoke such distress
(Rilling and Sanfey, 2011). The disappearance of the social
framing effect may also be related to other functions of the
VMPFC. The effects of VMPC damage on emotion processing
depend on context (Koenigs et al., 2007). Previous studies
have shown that VMPFC activation appears to play a crucial
role in evaluating the negative consequences of social decision-
making (Grossman et al., 2010). In the current study, the cost
of preventing one person from receiving a shock or helping
one person prevent them from receiving a painful shock is
equal to 5 CNY (approximately 0.77 US dollars). Kuss et al.
(2015) found that VMPFC activity was observed for non-costly
social decisions. Therefore, the possible conclusion is that the
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FIGURE 6 | (1) Harm degree and help degree in three stimulation conditions. (2) Frame effect score in three stimulation conditions. (3) Degree in the harm frame and
the help frame across three stimulation conditions. (A) For females. (B) For males. Error bar represents standard error. Asterisks indicate a statistically significant
difference between the harm degree and the help degree.
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relationship between VMPFC activation and social decision-
making does not involve a cost decision. A previous study
argued that the social framing effect was more substantial under
anodal stimulation than under cathodal stimulation over the
right TPJ (rTPJ; Liu et al., 2020). However, our results show
that activation of the VMPFC reduces the social framing effect.
It may be concluded that the social framing effect can be
enhanced by tDCS over the rTPJ and can be reduced over the
VMPFC. Difficult moral decisions activate the bilateral TPJ and
deactivate the VMPFC and OFC (Feldmanhall et al., 2014).
However, the inner neural mechanism needs to be further
studied.

The data also showed that both anodal and cathodal
stimulation of the VMPFC increased harm from the participants
to the victim but did not reduce help. It is not clear why both
anodal and cathodal stimulations induce participants to change
their behaviour in the same direction. However, some studies
have shown that this is not an unexpected result. Both anodal and
cathodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) improves
semantic processing (Brückner and Kammer, 2017). For bilateral
stimuli, the effects of reducing spatial attention were driven by
polarity nonspecific compared with sham tDCS (Filmer et al.,
2015). It has been reported that 2 mA anodal and cathodal tDCS
over the VMPFC promoted self-esteem ratings (Salehinejad et al.,
2020). However, the reasons for explaining this phenomenon
need to be further studied.

VMPFC and Sex
One interesting finding is that the social framing effect for
female participants was observed but not for male participants
in the control group and the sham stimulations. Only female
participants induced the social framing effect. Previous literature
has suggested that female participants are susceptible to social
framing and that male participants are not (Ellingsen et al.,
2013), consistent with our finding. The cortical excitability of the
VMPFC has a significant effect on females regarding the social
framing effect, but the effect was not obvious for males. The
harm frame for females was more sensitive to tDCS stimulation
over the VMPFC than that for males. Overall, it was confirmed
that there are gender differences in the social framing effect.
Additionally, there are gender differences in the impact of the
VMPFC on the social framing effect.

In the current study, the gender difference in the social
framing effect is due to the difference in decision-making
between the sexes in the harm frame. Modulating the activity of
the VMPFC results in gender differences in the social framing
effect, which also stems from changes in females’ decision-
making in the harm frame. Therefore, the gender decision-
making difference in the harm frame is the key point to
produce and change the social framework effect. The gender
difference in moral decision-making may explain this difference.
Men tend to embrace consequentialist judgement significantly
more than women, but only in the case of personal moral
dilemmas (Fumagalli et al., 2010). Men showed a stronger
preference for utilitarian over deontological judgements than
women. Women exhibited stronger deontological inclinations
thanmen (Friesdorf et al., 2015).Women scored higher thanmen

on deontological tendencies, and this difference was enhanced
when the deontological choice required refraining from harmful
action rather than acting to prevent harm (Armstrong et al.,
2019). Gender differences in empathy may be another possible
explanation. Female patients showed higher levels of empathy
than male patients, both before and after cognitive-behavioural
therapy (Lim et al., 2018). Examinations of the neurobiological
underpinnings of empathy reveal important quantitative gender
differences in the basic networks involved in affective and
cognitive forms of empathy, as well as a qualitative divergence
between the sexes in how emotional information is integrated
to support decision-making processes (Christov-Moore et al.,
2014). The above explanation implies that females may be more
empathetic or have stronger deontological inclinations than
males.

Limitations
The limitation of the current research is that all the tasks were
conducted to examine the participants’ decisions at a cost of
5 CNY and did not examine the decisions made at different costs;
therefore, we cannot be sure whether more money would change
the decisions of the participants. Another drawback is that we did
not conduct experiments on the nonsocial framing effect, which
could be used as a control experiment. Hence, future studies
may explore the causal relationship between the VMPFC and the
nonsocial framing effect. For tDCS, because it can accomplish
long-lasting effects and its application is simple, it has been
increasingly used. However, one drawback of tDCS is its low
focality. The focality could be accomplished by reducing the
stimulation electrode size or increasing the reference electrode
size (Nitsche et al., 2007). Therefore, a 3 cm*3 cm stimulation
electrode and a 5 cm*7 cm reference electrode were used in
the current study to enhance the focality (Frings et al., 2018)
and reduce the area of possible influence over oFC and dlPFC.
What we know at present is that the social framework experiment
method used in this article has only been experimented with in
China, so we do not have information about the results of this
experiment in other countries or regions. However, the topic
was interesting, and further study is necessary. Prior to further
studies, wemight guess that the difference in cultural background
may not affect the results of the experiment.

CONCLUSIONS

Our research confirmed the social framing effect once again. We
found that modulating the activity of the VMPFC with tDCS
lowered the social framing effect. Furthermore, participants
tended to increase harm to others but did not reduce help to
others after receiving anodal tDCS over the VMPFC, explaining
the variation in the social framing effect between the treatments.
Moreover, we found that there are gender differences in the social
framing effect. The harm frame for females was more sensitive
to tDCS stimulation on the VMPFC than that for males. In
general, our findings revealed that modulating the activity of the
VMPFC with tDCS alters the social framing effect and provide
new evidence for the neural basis of social framing effects.
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